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Farmers Home Aciministration’s ADP 
Development Project--Current Status 
And Unresolved Problems 

In 1974 the Farmers Home Administration 
began developing a new computer-based 
information system. Today, its Unified Man- 
agement information System (UMIS) project 
is suffering from poor planning and manage- 
ment. It is at least 5 years behind schedule, 
and the development cost for UMIS or its 
alternative may reach $42 million. 

Furthermore, the cost to operate the system, 
as now designed, may prove to be excessive, 
and it may not meet the basic needs it was 
intended to fulfill. 

UMIS, as currently designed, is no longer a 
viable approach to meeting FmHA’s informa- 
tion needs. The agency is studying alternatives 
to the system. Before making a final decision, 
the agency should first determine its informa- 
tion needs. 

In developing a new system, the agency needs 
to improve its project management, including 
naming a full-time project rnanager having ade- 
quate authority. Also, top level management 
should increase their level of involvement. 111697 
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Cha i rmarr y c:ommi ttee on appr: opr iat 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr, Cha i rman : 

Iln r~+spc~rlse to your Nc~vmilbe~ 26, 1979, request, we 
obtained ~I~SWE?TS to the folI.wwi.ng questions on the Farmers 
Hcrme Admirrjstration's ( FlnHA "s) computer-based systems 
project--. the Unified Management Information System (UMIS).x L +--cl 

--What is the current status of the project, th 
cost. to date, and the estimated cost through 
project completion? 

--.-Should alternatives "co the UMIS project be 
considered? 

-'--What factors are responsibke for delays in 
implementing the project and what actions 
necessary to eliminate these factors? 

For background information on UMIS' development h 
appendix I. 

STATUS AND COSTS OF UMIS -- ,-.. _-_I .-,l_.-l___. I -._-. _._"--e 

UMIS was initially planned in I.974 to assist F'mHA, 
a major Federal agency of the Department of Agriculture, 
provide f inanciai assistance to rural Americans. 
time of our review, FmHA was servicing the accounts of 
approximately 1.25 million rural Americans. This repre- 
sents a total outstanding loan balance of $36 billion, 
an increase of $1.3 billion, or 53 percent, over 1977 
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In 1974, FmHA decided that serious deficiencies with 
its current computer system warranted its replacement rather 
than modification. Accordingly, FmHA began developing 
UMIS-- to provide better management information at all levels 
within the agency to improve service to rural Americans 
seeking financial assistance. We found, however, that FmHA 
has not properly designed, documented, and managed the pro- 
ject. As a result, (1) the projected implementation date of 
the system will be at least 5 years later than planned, (2) 
the actual costs for UMIS development through December 1979 
were $17 million, and according to our estimate the total 
cost to develop UMIS as designed may reach $42 million, (3) 
total development costs for any alternative to UMIS may 
range from $27.5 million to $42 million, including the $17 
million already incurred, (4) the operational costs of UMIS, 
as designed, will be exorbitant, and (5) the system may not 
meet the basic needs for which it is being developed. 

FmHA has not fully utilized a major computer system 
purchased to support UMIS. In addition, the agency may be 
required to provide additional computer equipment to extend 
the operational life of its computer center located in St. 
Louis, Operation of this computer center was scheduled to 
be discontinued when UMIS became operational. For a more 
detailed discussion of project status and costs see appendix 
II. 

IS UMIS VIABLE? 

A private consulting firm, Arthur Andersen SC Company, 
reported that UMIS was a high risk project. It questioned 
the validity of the UMIS design and expressed concern 
about the project's management. Throughout the development 
of UMIS, USDA's Office of the Inspector General has informed 
FmHA management of serious technical problems with the 
system's design and about ineffective project management. A 
technical study of UMIS recently completed by FmHA reported 
that the UMIS Executive Control System (EXEC), a major soft- 
ware component of the system, as designed is not acceptable. 
It further stated that the EXEC is not salvageable nor will 
it meet FmHA's requirements even with extensive overhauling. 
The study also stated that even if all of the EXEC's 
deficiencies were known, salvaging the EXEC would not be 
cost effective. 
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%iecently a IISn4 Task ,I”C3Y”ck? was established to conduct 
a detailed review and ana3,,,ysis of the project to determine 
whether it is feasible to ~~~~~~~~~~,~~~“~~ developing UMIS or if the 
agency could meet.. its needs uno~e effect,ively by another 
alternative * The results of this evaluation, coupled with 
our review, should provide PmRA with a sound basis for mak- 
ing a final determinaticrn on UN.1S or its appropriate 
a. :1 t e I: I: I a t iv fi? (Y 

Nstwit.,.~lsP:a~ldI.rrg that. tIw purplose of UMIS is to provide 
manager’s with ac~curate and t:~imdy information, FmHA has not 
adequately studied and d~,~~~~~~~ its ziGformation needs. There-m 
fore f there is no assurance that j,f UMIS or i,ts altzernative 
becomes operational. i,t wi1.1 pr:ovide needed information or 
be cost effect,ive. For: a ~~~t~il.~d discussion of the system’s 
viability see appendix 1x1, u 

ALTERNATIVES TO UWIS --------_.“----.-- ._I- .-__- __-- 

Since cornti,nuiny t,he development of UMIS is no longer 
viable r alternatives sbouLd be identified and evaluated. 
In appendix IV we have ~.~~~~~.~~i,~d alternatives that the USDA 
Task Force studying UMY:S ~~~~~~~~~ consider m These and other 
alternatives the Task Force may identify should provide new 
approaches to fuY.fil.ling FwrrflA y s information requirements. 

EbweweK # because EYnHR did rxot. adeyuat,eJly determine 
its information reyuiremelit,s prior: to designing UMIS or ade- 
quately monitor changes t,.a ilaer needs during the last. 5 
years, we found that suff’icient. information is not available 
to identify aa. alternat,:i,ves, We believe the Task Force 
addressing I-IMIS al te~natives wi X.11 encounter similar problems. 
Inadequate requirements ~.r~~~~~~~~~.~~ coupled with incomplete 
cost: informat ion precl. Me { 1 ) ~,~~~~,ifyi~l~ all alternatives 
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to UMIS, (2) determining the cost of each alternative, or (3) 
preparing a cost benefit atudlJ to determine the most effective 
alternative. We believe that if PmAA selects an alternative 
to UMIS without first canducting a requirements studiy, the 
selected alternative may also incur high risks. 

In developing UMIS, FmHA did not adequately study and 
define the information needs of it managers. A consulting 
firm was hired to define the types of information that UMIS 
should provide; however, F"mHA predetermined that all users 
required on-line services with information updates performed 
on a daily basis. Although the information elements to be 
collected and reported in the system are probably valid, 
serious questions exist as to whether all the information 
should be processed on-line with daily updates. Before 
deciding on the technical architecture of the system, FnHA 
should have required the project team to 

--study data and infarmaticn attributes, such as 
expected volumes wf data and where in the agency 
the information will. originate, 

--determine how quickly information was needed 
to complete work ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and 

--study how frequently information should be updated 
to keep managers adequately informed, and how 
critical the information is to agency managers in 
meeting borroweh needs, 

A more detailed disoussion of alternatives to the UMIS 
design is contained i.n a~~~~~~~~~~~~ IV. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ARE NEEDED ~l-_l__--~..-~.~^-_--_-II~~~ 
IN DEVELOPING AN ALT~R~A~~V~ TO UMIS l_l~--~l__"ll_._"l-___II ---"- 

To develop and imp1 elnerrt.. B ~~~~.rlagemer~t. informat.ion system 
that is both cost-effective and meets the basic requirements 
af J?mHA management I it is ~:ssential that FmHA not only deter- 
mine user requirements but assign a high priority to improv- 
ing its project rna~a~~m~~~t capabilities. Although FmHA has 
attempted to improve its ~~~~~~~~~~l~~~t and strengthen controls 
over the UMIS project, these efforts have not met their 
objectives. 1 Most UMH,C4 deJa4"El p cost. increases and capability 
shortfalls resulted beca~sc F"mk%h dir3 not (I.) assign a project 
manager who wuuid la@ edicated to the project on a full-time 
basis with responsi.biI.ity for ~~~~~~~~~~~g the contractor and 
assuming full technical and administrative responsibility 



He~jardlesf; of the alternative selected to replace 
UMXS, FrnHA management should incr:ease its awareness of the 
cromplexity of the software development project. Developing 
a soptristic;:at,ed management, information system represents 
a considerable investment ~rf ~~esources--people, money, and 
eqllipment s( Therefore, a pro:jec:t~ control and cost mechanism 
tcr track and review each staqe o:K the systemss development 
is in prerequisite to responsible project management--both 
in terms: of meeting development milestones and controlling 
C 0 S t. S II 

s j, ll c e 19 ,iy “‘I r J?E~HA has been aware of the need for a 
system f,'os: mani,toring the deveiiopmei-it and cost of UMIS; 
nevertheless, an effective system has not been implemented. 
IUecausc FmHA has not provided adequate management control 
0 v e c t:he project p it has riot ya~evented or mitigated the 
effects of project slippages, FOK examplel the agency lacks 
a cost collection system capable of providing the informa- 
tion needed fog (1.) controlling costs, (2) determining 
act ual expend it;ur es f (3) estimating the cost to complete 
the pr:uj ect # and (4) projecting the system's operational 
cost. foL1owirug the deve.lopmerrt yhase s For further informa- 
tion see appendix v, 

--Redelf ine informat. ion r eq~~i E ements to meet agency 
(user) needs and express them in terms which are 

IllOK 62 specific and quant.iS?.i.able to establish per- 
formance criteria for: evaluating UMIS alternatives. 
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--Obtain from the Office of the Secretary of AgricuY,ture 
approval of FmHA” s information requirements study 
prior to cantinuing oK begi.nruing any hew development 
effart. The study should also be submitted to the 
appropriate congressional oversight committees. 
Should the USDA Task Force uncover’ new information 
then UMIS should be reevaluated. 

--Identify all alternatives to UMIS based on a complete 
functional requirements study and prepare a clocu- 
mented analysis of alternatives and a cost benefit 
study. 

--Develop the most cost effective alternative to meet- 
ing E’mHA’s needs based on the above studies and t,.he 
technical Task Force report e 

--Develop and implement standard praj ect control 
techniques. For example, est:abl ish documentation 
standards ( hold documentation reviews I establish 
firm software test procedures, and improve System 
Change Request (SCR) controls * 

--Intensify its effort in installing PA.C II--a c:*m- 
puterized project control, mechanism for: develoj>irty 
software. This is necessary to monitor progress of 
a development project I identify and analyze soheclule 
and cost variances, a.nd to better plan the use of 
resources. 

--Install a cost accounting system, as part of a pro-- 
ject control mechanism I to account for all. costs 
incurred dur ing the system design I development B 
and operational life cycle, Total life cycle cust 
estimates should be updated on a regular: basis. 

--Assign a full-time project man;;ngcr to the projer:t 
development team + 

--Strengthen its AUP steering committee, increase top 
management involvement in the project, and provide 
for management continuity, 

‘, 
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As agreed with your office, the initial distribution af 
this report is being made only to your committee for use 
during appropriations hearings on E’mHA scheduled for March 4, 
1980. Further, normal distribution of this report will be 
made to the agency and other interested parties following 
the hearings. 

Comptroller General. 
of the United States 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION - __.._^.,~ 

The Farmers Home Administration was established in 1946 
as the successor agency to the Farm Security Administration 
and the earlier Resettlement Administration. It has grown 
from a credit agency for low-,-i.ncome farmers to a major 
Federal agency providing financial assistance for agricul- 
tural and rural development. 

FmHA operates principally under the Consolidated Farm 
and Rural Development Act (U'.S.C. 1921) and title V of the 
Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S,C. 1471). FmHA provides services 
through 46 State offices, the National Finance Office in St. 
Louis, Missouri, and approximately 2,000 county offices. Of 
its approximately 11,030 employees, 575 are based in 
Washington and 10,455 in the field offices. 

In fiscal year 1979, FmHA was servicing the accounts of 
about 1.25 million individual and association borrowers with 
a principal indebtedness of $36 billion. This is more than 
a $13 billion increase in principal indebtedness in 2 years. 

PRESENT INFORMATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM -"-- --.-.- -- 

FmHA's current computer-based information and reporting 
system is supported by the computer center, located in FmHA's 
National Finance Office. The majority of the computer center 
resources are used to process loan accounting data for pro- 
grams serving rural Americans. Other E'mHA data processing 
requirements are provided by various U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) computer centers. 

County offices prepare and forward information on pro- 
gram participants (the borrowers) to the National Finance 
Office. In turn, this Office usually mails information 
directly to the program participants. An exception is the 
County Office Inquiry Station located in the FmHA Finance 
Office. County offices may call the Inquiry Station for 
information'on the status of a borrower's account. Inquiry 
Station terminal operators directly access computer files 
and orally provide county offices with the requested infor- 
mation on loan accounts, 

FmHA's DECISION TO DEVELOP A NEW l(_-.l"_----" 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM - ------- -",---- 

Because of serious deficiencies in the current account- 
ing and information system, in 1974 FmHA decided to replace, 
rather than modify, the current system, Accordingly, FmHA 
began developing UMIS-- to provide better management 

:1 
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information at all levels of the agency. FmHA specified 
that the objectives for UMIS were to: 

--Provide responsive, timely management information 
to managers at all office levels--county, district, 
State, finance, and national. 

--Minimize office workloads required to provide basie 
input data. 

--Improve the capability to serve loan applicants and 
borrowers in rural America. 

--Provide an accounting system that meets General 
Accounting Office requirements, 

To meet these objectives, FmHA initially specified that 
UMIS would provide remote computer capability in all county 
and State offices as well as the St. Louis Finance Office 
and the National Office. This concept, referred to as full 
field service (FFS), would provide for the immediate entry 
into the system and processing of transactions by county 
offices. The system would provide daily alerts on delin- 
quent borrowers and immediate responses to individual 
inquiries. 

Our earlier report on UMIS dated February 27, 1978, 
(CED-78-68) which addressed a number of issues and problems 
also questioned whether FmHA could substantiate the need 
for the immediate processing of all transactions. As a 
result, FmHA agreed to develop another version of UMIS, 
termed the national operating center (NOC) concept. It was 
also agreed that the possibility of converting NOC to FFS 
would remain open if it could be justified. 

NOC is intended to provide remote computer capability 
in FmHA State, finance, and national offices but not at its 
county offices. Under NOC, most county office transactions 
would be mailed to the Finance Office in St. Louis where 
transactions would be processed. Borrower inquiries and 
check requests required by county offices are satisfied by 
telephone calls to the Inquiry Station at the FmHA Finance 
Office. This is essentially the current FmHA method of 
operation. Under UMIS, State offices will use computer 
terminals to obtain management information. The system will 
not provide daily alerts but information on delinquencies 
will be printed and mailed weekly from the Finance Office. 

2 
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B I S’T’ORY OF F’mHA ’ s l...l--.-~l.“<.-.- -.-._-I.--_._- 
DEVELOPMENT CEF UMl;c __--"-_..--. .._.. l-_l . ..-____-. - ."a"", r -lll-. _ 

The fol lowiny SumwipaPy showu tlie relevant dates and 
decisions FmHA made .in the development of UMIS. 

--In October 19'74, USDA established a Management 
rnforrn~ti.on System Task Fc~rce to study agency 
information needs and user requirements. This 
group ix-a conjunction with Joint Financial Man- 
agement improvement Program personnel prepared 
and distributed an information requirements 
survey to PmHA personnel at all levels. Al- 
though the survey was compiLeted by April 1975, 
the results were not summarized or evaluated. 

--In July 1.975, FmHA issued a Request for Proposal 
far the design (phase I: of the project). On 
November 25, 1975, System Development Corporation 
(SDC) was awarded a contract to develop UMIS and 
the Director of FmHA's Management and Information 
Systems staff was app'ointed as UMXS project manager 
in addition to h.is regular duties. SDC developed an 
overall design for UMIS and broad specifications 
for the 13 subsystems which would make up the total 
system e At this point, it was estimated by FmHA 
and SDC that UMIS would be partially operational in 
October 1977 and fully operational in October 1978. 

--In May 1976, the development and implementation of 
UMIS was begun under phase TI of the project. FmHA 
modified its original development plan which was 
based on the early acquisition of a computer system 
to support UMIS, The computer hardware purchase for 
the Kansas City Computer Center (KCCC), the planned 
support computer for UMIS, was delayed, FmHA decided 
to develop a computer independent software system 
capable of operating on the equipment of any hardware 
supplier awarded the compute.r contract. FmHA's 
management recognized that the decision to proceed 
with development without knowing the target computer 
vendor might be a high risk decision. However, FmHA 
decided that a potential delay in development of 
1 to 2 years was unacceptable and proceeded with 
the UMIS project. 

----In January 1977 I GAG) bri.efed the House of Represen- 
tatives Government Operationa Committee on UMIS and 
questioned whether FmAA could substantiate the need 
for the level of support. UMIS was designed to 

‘, 
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provide. As a result, F-mHA agreed to develop the 
NOC concept. Both the level of service and cost 
of NOC are lower than that provided by FFS. 

--From March 1976 to June 1978, USDA's Office of %he 
Inspector General (QIG), issued 24 informal reports 
called Systems Development Advisory Memorandums to 
F'mHA on the UMIS project. This informal method was 
used by OIG to provide timely information to FmHA 
officials on problems as the system was under 
development. 

--During January 1978, the contract to provide computer 
hardware for the KCCC was awarded to Honeywell Inc, 
Development and design of UMIS had been underway 
for 20 months at the time of the award, 

--In February 1978, GAO reported to the Congress on the 
status of the UMIS project (CED-78-58). We reported 
that FrnHA was encountering serious problems with its 
management and control of UMIS. Additionally, we 
stated that E'mHA did not base its initial decision to 
develop UMIS on an adequate study of agency informa- 
tion requirements. 

--In April 1978, SDC personnel obtained documentation 
on the operating capability and limitations of Honey- 
well's hardware and software. we were told tha% this 
was the first time the personnel responsible for 
designing UMIS were provided detailed information 
on the operating capabilities and limitations of 
the computer hardware and software purchased to 
support UMIS. 

--In August 1979, SDC informed FmHA that it could not 
complete the UMIS Executive Control System (EXEC) by 
the revised completion date of September 1979. FmHA 
worked with SDC in developing a new contract and 
began a review of the project under the direction of 
the F'mHA steering committee. 

--In September 1979, SDC submitted a fixed-price 
proposal to complete the executive system software. 
SDC estimated that i.t could complete the work in 
approximately 9 months. l?mNA rejected SDC’s bid and 
terminated the contractorBs work. 

--In October 1979, FmHA contracted with Arthur Andersen 
& co. for a review of UMIS. In November 1979, Arthur 
Andersen reported that UMIS was a high risk technical 
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project and recommendecl that FmHA establish two 
review teams to determirie if UMPS is viable. Arthur 
Andersen also questioned the ability of UMIS to meet 
agency needs and pointed out serious weaknesses with 
F"mMA's management af the project. 

-m'-' '~~~~~'~ I n No v em b e r 1 9 7 9 I USUA"s Assistant Secretary for 
Administration directed FmHA to take action on Arthur 
Andersen's recommendations. On December 17, 1979, 
USDA withdrew FmHA's authorization for UMIS develop=-' 
ment and established a USDA Task Force to study UMIS, 
On January 23, 1980, USDA issued guidelines to the 
USDA Task Force reviewing UMIS. 

We primar lily directed oux re'view toward obtaining 
updated information on the UM.IS project. in doing so we 
used conlsiderable information that was developed during 
our previaus review which resulted in a report issued in 
1978* We also obtained information from FmHA's field 
offices and representatives from two consulting firms 
involved in the development and review of UMIS. 

1,r~ addition, we visited the Farmers Home Administra- 
tion's National Office in Washington, D.C., and the Finance 
0ffice in St, Louis, Missouri. We also visited the Depart- 
ment of AgricultureIs Office of the Director of Operations 
and Finance, which is responsible for Department-wide ADP 
policy, and the Office of the Inspector General. Finally, 
we reviewed records and documents pertaining to UMIS at 
the various offices we visited. 
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STATUS AND COSTS OF UMlS -- 

FmHA requires an improved and effective accounting and 
information system to deliver better management information 
to all offices and levels within the agency and to improve 
service to rural Americans seeking financial assistance Ib 
However, E’mHA has encountered serious problems in developing 
the system. As a result, (1) the projected implementation 
date of the system will be at least 5 years later than 
planned, (2) the actual costs for UMIS development through 
December 1979 are $17 million, and according to our estimate 
the total cost to develop UMIS as designed may be $42 mil- 
lion, (3) total development costs for any alternative to 
UMIS may range from $27.5 million to $42 million including 
the $17 million already incurred8 (4) the operational costs 
of UMIS, as designed may prove to be excessive, and (5) the 
system may not meet the basic needs for which it is being 
developed. 

STATUS 

FmHA initiated the UMIS project in 1974 to provide 
improved computer information support at all levels of the 
agency from the county offices through the national office 
in Washington, D.C. Based upon this decision, FmHA hired 
consultants to (1) assist in determining the agency’s infor=m 
mation requirements and (2) help design and develop the 
computer programs to provide this information. FmHA has 
invested considerable time, money I and effort in the pras~m 
ject. However, technical and management problems have 
resulted in extensive project slippage, and FmHA and USDA 
are studying the best approach to complete the project, 

When completed, UMIS may be 
5-7 years behind schedule 

In 1975, the UMIS software development effort was 
divided between FmHA personnel and the contractor. FmHA 
personnel were responsible for developing computer applicam-” 
t ion programs. SDC contracted to develop the EXEC, a cen- 
tral Software component of UMIS, required to perform many 
major system level tasks and assist in the development and 
design of the total system. The EXEC was scheduled for 
completion in 1978. 

While developing the EXEG, FIRHA and the contraetrjr. 
experienced numerous program slippages e Fm HA h a s KiodifIied 
the development and implementation contract (UMIS--phase II) 
with SDC 11 times as of September 1978. one of these 
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modifications extended the EXEC completion date through 
September 1979, 

When SDC recognized it could not complete the EXEC by 
the revised date, it notified FmBA that an additional 9 
months were required to complete the EXEC. FmHA decided 
in September 1979 to discontinue the services of SDC and 
to complete the EXEC using FmHA personnel. 

At the same time F'mWA hired Arthur Andersen & Co. to 
review the project's technical and management problems. 
Arthur Andersen reported that: 

---The EXEC is a high risk technical project and that 
completion might not be economically justified. 

--UMES may not adequately meet user needs when 
completed. 

--Design problems raise serious questions about the 
::'(stem's efficiency and effectiveness, if completed. 

Arthur Andersen believes that the projected comple- 
tion date of December 1983 for UMIS is optimistic. 

E'mHA and USDA are studyinq alterna- 
tive methods for completing UMIS 

UMIS design problems, identified in appendix III, 
caused FmHA and USDA to question the effectiveness of the 
system a Subsequently, USDA formed a Task Force to develop 
a project recovery plan. Pending completion of 
its work, the UMIS project team in St. Louis is continuing 
with the development of UMIS with a concentration on work 
which will be needed under any alternative to UMIS. 

Original Design 

The original UMIS design consists of three major 
components. These components are 

--computer application programs, 

--EXEC, and 

--common use data base. 

Approximately 1,000 application programs would process 
data and prepare reports to help user organizations carry out 
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FmHA program objectives. These programs would be called from 
computer memory and controlled by the EXEC. 

The EXEC is comprised of approximately 70 computer pro- 
grams designed to interact with the computer and the UMIS 
application programs. In essence, the EXEC would control 
the operation of UMIS including the processing of data 
and generating reports. 

The EXEC programs operate as five major subsystems with 
each subsystem handling unique UMIS control functions, The 
subsystems are: 

--Data Dictionary. 

--Cathode Ray Tube (Display screen for users). 

--Nightly Batch Update. 

--Remote Batch Transaction. 

--Background Batch Processing. 

The UMIS data base would be the respository of nearly 
all data concerning FmHA's financial operations. It would 
also contain information to assist in other management func- 
tions, such as loan program planning. The data base, con- 
sisting of 1.25 million to 1.75 million borrower and other 
types of records, would be stored on 40 to 50 disk devices 
on the Honeywell computer system. 

The UMIS components would operate on Honeywell hardware 
and software at the KCCC. The Honeywell hardware would con- 
sist of memory, multiple computer processors, and peripheral 
equipment such as tape and disk devices for storing data. 
Some of the Honeywell hardware is installed and operating at 
the KCCC. The Honeywell software, also called system soft- 
ware, would consist of the computer programs which (1) 
direct hardware components to operate as a unit and (2) 
process the UMIS application and EXEC programs. 

FmHA believed that UMIS could be implemented in either 
the NOC mode or, with the addition of terminals and a tele- 
communications network, the FFS mode. Both NOC and FFS are 
totally dependent upon an .operational Executive Control 
System. Nearly all NOC and FFS application programs written 
to date rely on the EXEC for their operational capabilities. 
Barring a major redesign and development effort, neither 
mode will operate without the EXEC. 
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USDA TASK FORCE 

Recently USDA established a Task Force to examine UMIS 
technical and management problems. This Task Force is led 
by an official of USDA's Data Services and consists of per- 
sonnel from Data Services and rFmHA. The Task Force plans 
to evaluate UMIS and recommend to FmHA actions to provide 
a cost effective management information system. 

The Task Force will consist of a coordination group 
and three review teams. The coordination group will define 
tasks, set schedules, develop recommendations, and coordi- 
nate the three review teams' activities. Each review team 
will concentrate on one of the following areas: 

--FmHA's functional requirements. 

--UMIS technical issues. 

--UMIS management and project control. 

The Task Force is scheduled to begin work in early 1980 
and plans to issue a final report within 60 to 90 days after 
the starting date. The final report will include the Task 
Force's findings and recommendations for a UMIS recovery 
plan. 

The purpose of the Task Force is to evaluate the status 
of UMIS and recommend the direction to be taken and actions 
needed to provide kHA with a cost effective and timely 
management information system. 

St. Louis project team 

A group within the St. Louis project office has studied 
the five major subsystems of the EXEC and on January 4, 1980, 
decided to develop a modified version of the UMIS EXEC. 
Under this modified approach FmHA would complete two of the 
five subsystems which make up the EXEC. It also plans to 
modify a third subsystem which is part of the EXEC's design. 
The remaining two subsystems will not be used. 

The decision to continue working on the three EXEC sub- 
systems is consistent with an earlier decision to implement 
UMIS in phases. FmHA initially believed that a phased 
development approach would make UMIS implementation easier 
to manage and provide users with some service more quickly. 
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Since the EXEC's capabilities are suspect, FmHA 
personnel in St. Louis believe that the phased approach 
will provide a quicker determination of the EXEC's effec- 
tiveness. The phased approach is a logical outgrowth of 
the methodology for developing UMIS functional require- 
ments. 

FmHA identified several UMIS functions that, if 
executed on a timely basis, could satisfy the agency's 
financial and management information needs. The loan 
application and tracking function is an example. This 
function is comprised of specific transactions that are 
handled by computer programs. Borrower/loan initiation, 
obligation of funds, and check requests are specific 
transactions within the loan application and tracking 
function. Each transaction requires one or more computer 
programs to perform data updating and processing tasks. 

Under the phased approach, these functions and trans- 
actions would be implemented in the sequence shown on the 
following table. 

UMIS Implementation Phasing By User Function 

Phase 
Function 

Loan application and tracking 
Fund control 
Other controls 

Check processing 
Discrepancy processing 

Program loan accounting 
Investor accounting (partial) 

Acquired property 
Investor accounting (balance) 

Management operating center 
Program evaluation 

General ledger 

1 2 - - -----3 

X X X 
X X X 
X X X 

X X 
X X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

x ” 

Appropriation accounting X 

Budget simulation X 

10 
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F'mHA estimates that it will require 9 to 12 months of 
development effort to implement the first phase of the 
project. Under the phased approach to UMIS development, 
FmHA plans to develop the project as follows: 

--Phase I, which will contain 3 user functions. 

--Phase II, which will have 5 user functions. 

--Phase III, which will include 14 user functions. 

FmEIA's project team in St. Louis believes that the 
phased approach will help in determining the effectiveness 
of the modified EXEC approach upon completing phase I. 
A I. s G f having phase I up and running will provide the needed 
experience to help determine whether the KCCC computer 
has cuffir::ient processing capability to support all UMIS 
functions when the entire project is complete. We believe, 
hc~w~v~31: p that FmHA could develop quantitative estimates 
based on known or identifiable constraints to make such 
a~ projection without campleting phase I. FmHA recognizes 
that it would be forced to completely redesign UMIS should 
the first phase indicate that the approach is ineffective. 

FmHA officials told us on February 14, 1980, that they 
are modifying their approach and plan to concentrate on work 
that would be useable under any alternative chosen for UMIS. 
Pending completion of the Task Force study, these efforts 
will concentrate on salvaging useable portions of the data 
base and application programs. 

COST -- 

Although available cost information for UMIS is rough 
at best, we estimate that the cost to develop the system as 
designed will exceed its initial estimated budget by $25 
million, or 147 percent. This includes approximately $9 
million in costs incurred because of delays in developing 
UMIS. Because of delays, FmHA has not fully utilized the 
Honeywell computer, a major computer system purchased to 
support UMIS. In addition, the agency may be required 
to provide additional computer equipment to extend the 
operational life of its computer center located in 
St. Louis. 

We estimate that the total development cost of UMIS 
may reach approximately $42 million. This projected figure 
is based on the UMIS project being completed by 1985 as 
it's currently designed. 
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If UMIS is not completed and other alternatives are 
pursued, the estimated project costs, at minimum, would 
be $27.5 million. A more realistic projection would range 
from $27.5 million to $42 million. The $27.5 million ($17 
million incurred through December 1979 and projected 
personnel costs of $10.5 million) projection is based on 
the following assumptions: 

--The cost for personnel currently working on 
UMIS will remain constant. 

--The system will be operating by 1983. 

--There will be no additional costs for computer 
support during the development phase. 

--No additional consulting or contractor expertise 
will be needed. 

These assumptions as noted above are optimistic, 
especially the completion date of 1983. We envision 
considerably more time and cost would be required to 
effectively complete the needed information system. 
Further, because we did not include an allowance for 
inflation the cost of personnel services could be much 
higher. 

Additionally, the UMIS initial completion date of 
September 1979 has not been met. Based on information 
obtained from the Arthur Andersen report and from FmHA, 
we estimate the most optimistic date for UMIS as designed 
to be fully operational is December 1983, and the most 
realistic date is June 1985. 

UMIS development costs have increased 
because of project slippage 

During our review in 1978 we developed an estimate of 
costs to complete UMIS development. This estimate was 
based on accounting information supplied by FmHA project 
officials. Our estimate of total initiation and develop- 
ment costs, based on UMIS being fully operational in 1979, 
was $16.6 million. At that time FmHA officials agreed 
with our estimate. 

UMIS was not completed in 1979 and each UMIS delay has 
increased the system's development cost. Based on cost 
information furnished by FmHA and projected UMIS comple- 
tion dates developed by Arthur Andersen and Co., we have 
developed actual development cost data for UMIS through 
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December 1979 and estimated costs to complete UMIS as 
currently designed. 

However, because of inadequate cost accounting and 
cost control procedures, precise cost data cannot be 
developed. Additionally, the cost estimates are dependent 
on the estimated completion dates for UMIS. If these 
estimated completion dates are extended the cost of the 
UMIS development effort will increase. 

Contractor development costs 

FmHA retained the consulting firm of SDC to develop the 
UMIS EXEC. From 1975 through 1979 amounts paid for contrac- 
tor development represented the major development cost of 
the UMIS project. The original estimate to complete phase I 
(design of UMIS) was $289,757 and its actual cost was 
$294,747. The original estimate for phase II, development 
and implementation, was $2.5 million with additional cost 
increases of $4.3 million. In total the original cost 
estimate for contractor work increased from $2.8 million 
to $7.1 million, an increase of 154 percent. 

Additional UMIS development costs 

The following table shows the remainder of UMIS 
development costs through December 1979 excluding the 
contractor development costs. 
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UMXS DEVELOPMENT COSTS THROUGH DECEMBER 1979, 
-ExLUDING CONTRACTOR DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Resource category 
costs 

(millions) 

Kansas City Host Computer $1.4 

St. Louis Computer Center .l 

Computer Terminals -6 a/ 

Telecommunications 

Personnel 5. 3 

UMIS subsystems *g a/ 

Travel 3 * . 

Space .2 

Supplies and materials 1 e 

Site preparation .2 

National Operating Center and 
Management Operating Center 

Other 

D 2 

l l 

Total $9.8 
_I_, 

g/Cost for the resource categories totals $1.9 million. E-mm 
feels that $0.8 million is attributable to UMIS operating 
costs under the development phase. 

Total UMIS development cost 
as of December 1979 ---_I_ 

The total cost to develop UMIS as of December 1979 was 
approximately $17 million.. The major cost categories 
comprising the development costs are shown below. 
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Total Costs for UMIS Initiation and Devel-ent Phases -,l--l~_~-_l--. _--- 
through December 1979 - 

_--11___---I__-- 
~.-___--~-_ 

_Isesoucce category 
costs 

(millions) ~-I_ 

Contractor costs 
Computer centers 
Computer terminals 
Telecommunications 
Personnel 
Other resource categories 

$ 7.1 
1.6 

.6 

.4 
5.3 
la9 

Total $16.9 --1 

Estimated time and cost to complete 
UMISTG<l. ogme n t 

-- 
-.I- _-1~.-- 

In November of 1979 FmHA discontinued SDC's work on 
UMIS e FmHA plans to complete the development of UMIS using 
its own personnel. Project officials believe there will be 
no significant costs for contractor assistance in the 
future * Completing the development of UMIS in-house will 
result in in-house personnel costs becoming the largest cost 
category in the UMIS development effort. 

The project costs depicted in the following table show 
the cost to complete UMIS based on three projected comple- 
tion dates. The first estimated date for UMIS to be fully 
operational is December 1983. This date is highly optimis- 
tic and the possibility of meeting it is very remote. We 
believe, however, that a completion date of September 1984 
is feasible and that an estimated date of June 1985, in our 
opinion, is the most likely completion date. 

The first estimated completion date was developed by 
Arthur Andersen and Co. on the basis of estimates devel- 
oped by SDC in its September 1979 bid to complete the UMIS 
EXEC. We developed the other two completion dates based 
on information obtained from Arthur Andersen's report and 
additional information obtained from FmHA. Both estimates 
are dependent on FmHA's .ability to complete development of 
the EXEC. Since the estimated completion dates of the UMIS 
system are rough estimates, the projected completion costs 
should be viewed in the same manner. 
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ProJected costs= complete the UMIS 
Development (note a) I--____ 

Resource category -__-~___- 
December September 

1983 1984 -..- -- 
June 
1985 . . . 

-----_-_--- (millions) ----------- 

Kansas City Computer 
Center (note b) $ 5.2 $ 5.2 $ 5.2 

St, Louis Computer 
Center (note c) 2.7 3.2 3.6 

Fort Collins Computer 
Center .3 3 

:7 
3 

Telecommunications 6 
1015 

:8 
Personnel (note d) 12.5 14.6 
Training -.L 9 .9 .9 --- 

Total (note e) $20.2 $22.8 $25.4 ___- ~- --- -. -- 

a/These costs were not adjusted for inflation. 

Q/This represents the KCCC cost for being underutilized 
from January 1, 1980, through the completion date. 

c/These estimated costs represent the continuation of the 
st e Louis Computer Center through the completion of UMIS. 

d/Personnel costs include a fringe benefit rate of 26 per- 
centF obtained from Office of Management and Budge% (OMB) 
Circular A-76 dated March 29, 1978. 

e/USDA officials do not agree with our projected costs for - 
the completion of UMIS as designed. However, they have 
not provided information that would result in modifying 
our estimate. 

The following table shows our estimate of the total cost 
to complete UMIS based on the actual cost to date and the 
three estimates for completing the total system. 



Tatal Clssts for UMIS Initia’cion and __--.--~ -T-------- Development Thrs* Protected 
--1-1 .-.- 

.1.1--11 ~._I_ 
Three Csrn~leti~i!iTSXG ---1.-“-“11 _.-____,-_-_-_“-_ 
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underutilized and will not achieve effective utilization 
within the next two to three years. 

We recognize that USDA has established a Task Force 
and developed an organizational plan. However, the Task 
Force has not yet started work and is still in the planning 
phase. As a result, it would be premature to evaluate tbe 
plan. We are also concerned that USDA and FmHA delayed 
taking corrective action until five months after Arthur 
Andersen reported that UMIS was in serious trouble and its 
viability was in doubt. 

‘, 





descriptions obtained by FmHX did not adequately reflect 
subsequent system chamges, This Lack of documentation con-- 
t~~ibutes f.~ FmMAv s difficulties in attempting to salvage 
or: complete portions of the EXEC, 

She 1J lid FmiiA succeed in csmpI?.eting the design of the 
EXE:C and implementing the system, certain design 1 im itation8 
may precl.ude URIS from processing data within reasonable 
timeframes. For example, the EXEC programs used during the 
nightly batch processing phase do not allow concurrent 
processing of data on the data base. This restriction 
significantly increases the time required to process data 
in the data base. FmEIA is attempting to modify the data 
base update approach to provide for updates concurrently 
with other types of processing. If FmHA carrnot modify this 
update procedure, use of the aata base by FmHA field perixm-- 
ncl needing information will be suspended during the update 
processing * Nightly batch ~~rocessing is only one of several 
tasks which must be completed every day- The d e s i y r1 1 i.rn i. 4-i a - 
tion results in lengthy processing of 5 to 40 hours during 
the nightly batch update processing phase. 

APthough these nightly batch processing time estimates 
are based on ruugh caIculations, we believe these processir~g 
times are unacceptable and illustrate the potential prolrslcnrs 
of continuing with the development of the EXEC design. PO 1. 
example f if the system requires 40 hours to update the data 
base P user organizations who need to use the data base daily 
would have access only every second day, 

L,imit.ations of UMIS _,_-- --“--.~--~~“-v-y-----..-* 
data base deszs ..,....--_.--._~_(-- _ I--.I-_- 

To significantly L-educe the time required to accept 
data from a data base, multiple access keys and a direct 
tSCCE”SS method are commonly used, They alSlow csmpute~: px o- 
grams to dxrectly access only the data records from a dstrs 
base which needs to be processed, However, the UMIS data 
base design.laeks sufficient access keys to allow dirC..C:!.. 
access ts the data base by many UMIS computer p~:oyramz%~ 
Fur kher r rather than using the direct access method, CM:cs 
comput.er programs in the EXEC and the computer appI,ica.t:iplin 
programs are restricted to using a sequential process. 
This results in a most time consuming task of examining data 
in the entire data base ra.ther than selected data which 
needs tsr be processed* As an illustration of these 7.imi.ta- 
t ions I UMIS is designed to sequentially process as often 3.1 
four times each night the entire borrower file comt.ainiing 
over 3. million data records, 



~nc*,t:t’ler I.imitatl,an af the data base design contributes 
to the compl,ex p difficult, and time cansuming task of modi- 
fyinly t:hF? dat"a base, Changes to the data base structure 
necessitate regenerating the entire data base including 
th~~ae data records which do not need to be changed. In 
add i t:. ion I many af the computer application programs which 
USC the data base must also be modified when modifying the 
cl a t a b a s 83 I Further, these computer application programs 
must be recompiled (translated to the appropriate computer 
language) fallowing a modification to the data base struc- 
ture n This approach to designing the UMIS data base is 
i.nconsj.stent with the commonly accepted practice in which 
special. computer programs are used to modify the data base 
wi.thout modifying the computer application programs. 
L:ruring the final phase of our review, USDA officials told 
us they believe the data base may be salvageable and they 
are studying it. 

In addition to the technical limitations and resulting 
pr:obJ.ems with the IJMIS design, we are concerned with the 
inadequacy of FmWA's user requirements data. It is imper- 
ative that FmHA better determine the needs of the user 
community prior to deciding how to resolve UMIS technical 
p r 0 b2. e ill s * 

One of the most critical tasks prior to designing a 
computer-based accounting and information system is the 
r~it,t?~~.~~i.j.~~at:j.orz of user requirements for information y Suck 
requirements are the foundation for information systems and 
software dc+welopment projects such as UMIS. In our recent 
LCpOCt~ FGMSU-80-4, issued November 9, 1979, we reported on 
a numbor of computer software development projects which 
resulted in unsatisfactory c)r useless software products. A 
pr-imal:y cause was that agencies did not adequately determine 
the information requirements of their users. 

Ak~out. 2 years ago we reviewed the status of FmHA's ADP -. 
p it: 0 -j f? c 'I: --UMLS and reported on the inadequacy of the user re- 
c~i1ir:erncrzt.s study conducted in 1976 prior to developing IJMIS. 
irn that. rfrport p CED-78-68, dated February 27, 1978, we dis- 
closed that FnrHA did not base its initial decision to develop 
UMIS tin a dctai.led, documented study of the information needs 
of agerlcy managers (user requirements). we also recommended 
trra ilr t,l"ie agency , "Redefine agency (user) needs in terms which 
i~re more specific and quantifiable to provide performance 
critcrria for evaluating UMIS alternatives." Today, 5 years 
aft,er in i t:iat i.ng the systemq FmffA has still not adequately 
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Ln 1975 FmHA reviewed its existing accounting and infor- 
mation system during the fi,rst, part of the URIS design and 
development pro j ect I The purpose of this Iceview was to (1) 
obtain an understandi,ng of the agencyv s current operations 
and (2) determivre the! availability of the information col- 
lected by the system* The survey did not adequately determine 
why the system could nc,t.. meeta the agencyb s needs. According 
tu an agency official I the decision to develop and implement 
TJbjllS precl1,.uded the need to define the problems with the exist- 
ing system and analyze alternative solutions e We be1 ieve I 
however p that such an amalys.is. would ha.ve provided a basis 
for either improving the existing system QT designing UMIS. 

FmHA. issued t,he UMXS design, development, and implemen- 
taticrn Request for Proposal Ju?ly 27, 1975, and SDC signed 
the contract on November 25, 1975, Subsequently, SDC sub-8 
contracted the task of studying FmHA’s man.agement. informa- 
t ion needs to a consultinq firm, The results of thi.s study 
were published in the “Unified Management Information System 
Phase I I’ --first interim report dated Feburary 2, 1976. The 
study concentrated on the information classesI representing 
data elements, required by the system's users but did not 
adequately define or quantify information attributes I such 
as timeliness, accuracyI volumes of data, and frequency of 
use u 

For example, many classes of information wil.l retain 
their useZu1,nes.s and accura.cy for a long period e Frequent. 
updates of this information would not be required OL help 
a FmHA field officer: assist a borrower. There is no evidence 
that a3.3. i.nformation needs to be up-to-date at the close of 
each bu,sinizss day. KrlO~Wl edge 0 f such attri.butes (when and 
what informatian needs to be updated) is important because 
this i,nfarmation can and. should serve as a baseline for 
evaluating system alternatives and performing cost benefit” 
a rs a 1. y s i s I( 

We met with officials of the 60nsuI.ti.ng firm responsible 
for the iI”sEoKmat,ion requirements study * The officials agreed 
that the study was nat intended as a user requirement analy- 
sis s Both the ccnsulting firm and SDC explained that the 
primary user requirements were provided in the Request For 
II" 1: II:.) p;> 5 2 1 * In this request FmHA predetermined that alI users 
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required on-line services with information updates performed 
on a daily basis. 

To confirm some attributes of FFS, we called 19 FmHA 
county offices in 1978. 1n regard to the FFS daily delivery 
of rep0rt.s on delinquent borrowers,. we were told that such 
reportiny on a weekly or bi-weekly basis would be adequate 
because it would not be practical to service accounts daily 
while handling new applicants and other duties, In regard 
ts immediate responses to inquiries, we found overall 
satisfaction with the current telephone Inquiry Station, 
although improvements are needed to make it more responsive. 
We 'were also told that the only transactions that required 
immediate turnaround or response were requests for final 
payment information, 

In the county offices we surveyedr approximately 
86 percent of the inquiries from county offices were made to 
obtain information on the number of months behind and/or 
the date of last payment for FmHA borrowers, county person-- 
ricl tr>:l.d us that the occurrences of these inquiries indicated 
the extent the Inquiry Station was used to confirm informa- 
tion on delinquency reports. Mere accurate and timely delin- 
quency reporting would reduce the number of requests for 
such information and thereby improve the Inquiry Station's 
abi4,ity to respond to other calls. Our current examination 
:I;howed the same conditions prevai.1 o 

The UMIS design was essentially based on an inadequate 
inf:ormation requirements study of agency needs, Assuming 
an estimated completion date of 1983-85, the MIS design 
will be based on a ?- to g-year-old "requirements study". 
Even though E'mHA monitors some changes through the system 
change requests procedure, its scope is limited to a minor 
segment of the agency's overall information requirements. 
This situation compounds the technical problems associated 
with UMIS because the design does not adequately reflect the 
impact of such elements as new legislation, changing user 
needs at all office levels, and organizational changes. 

For example, Fmm is conducting an experimental project 
which utilizes the services of banking institutions to handle 
the loan collection functions currently performed by the 
National Finance Qfficc. Under this project called the Bank 
Collection System, contracting banks would also notify FmMA's 
county offices of the borrowerIs payment status, If this 
experimental project is successful and adopted, it colxld 
significantly impact on the UMIS design. More specifically, 
a revised UMIS design would not be required to process large 
volumes of payment documents OK handle the problems asso*- 
ciated with payment delinquencies. 
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F’mm evaluated alternatives to UMIS/FFS and reported 
.iits d~ind.ings in the “UMIS phase I--Final Repcrrt”’ I dated 
April. l.9, 1976. The baseline for this evaluation included 
features which could be met only by the FPS version of UMIS, 
ainseguent1y, the study concluded that PFS was the ‘“best” 
al t~eh-nat. ive. This stud-y should have used defined and quan- 
tifiable i.nformati.on attributes as a basis for evaluation. 
Since the k~ascLi.ne for comparison was FFS, ric?ne sf the 
s1.t.ernat~1’3es received an rrbjective evaluation. 

nur i ng the eval. uat ion r FmHA developed estimates called 
effectivity ratings for the relative levels af service 
avai1.abl.e with each af five alternatives o Since FFS was the 
b a s e 3, i. n c? f it received an effectiveness rating of 100 percent. 
The ratings for the other four alternatives, incS.uding KC, 
exprensed the ability of each to meet the “level. of servi.ce” 
provided Lty l?FS a FmEiA did not attempt to evaluate the level 
of. service needed or the ability of each alternative to 
satisfy those needs y 

Furthermore f the effectiveness ratings were based pri- 
mat iI.y 01-1 judgment u FmHA did noti adequately document the 
effec:t.i,vencss ratings assigned to each of the alternatives, 
Also p the agency did not identify the services which would 
he lost under each alternative. 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS --.-_- --.-... -._l,.-/_.-.“----.l---l_- 

Gavernment guidance requires agencies to conduct a cost 
benefit ana1ysi.s prior to developing a computer based infor- 
mat ion system such as UMIS, Although FmWA did conduct such 
an amalysl, s f it was inadequate * 

FmHA ’ s cost benefit analysis compared the annual aperat- 
i.ng cost: of each alternative to its potential. annual savings, 
The potential. savings for each alternative were determined as 
Eollows I 





HECOMMENDATIONS -."."."*ll, ""1 -lll--..----~l_ 

vs.--Redefine information requirements t0 meet: agency 
iuser) needs and express them in terms which are 
more specific and quantifiable in order to estab- 
lish performance criteria for evaluating UMLS 
alternatives. 

--*Obtain from the Office of the Secretary of Agricinl.tur-e 
approval of FmHA"s information requirements study 
prior to continuing or beginning an;>, new developmenl 
effort c The study should also be submitted to the 
'appropriate congressional oversight committees, 
Should the USDA Task Force uncover new information 
then UMIS should be reevaluated. 

On February 14, 1980, USDA ufficials told us that the 
l:S13A Tank Force was directed to (1) redefine FmNA informa- 
f:ion requirements and (2) determine if the current uMLS 
iiesiqn is still valid. This approach is c 0 n s i s t e I-1 t w i t h 0 II 1: 
irecumendatians * 

In appendix IV, we discuss alternatives to UMIS,, w t3 
ITO te J1 however I that the identified alternatives and any 
alternative selected is dependent upon the csmpS.etiora of ark 
acXequat.e information requirements study by FmBA. 

In appendix V, we make other recommendations corucern~~:~~ 
. project management which are applicable to any alternat.ir/e 

approach selected * 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION .-.. --1-----1*11- ...T-..---ll_-~~ 

USDA and FmHA concurred with our position that. the 
Pc)XEC, a most critical component of UMIS is not viable but 
took exception to our conclusion that uMIS is not viable, 
FnnHA and USDA officials also concur that the data h;ase 
has serious prablems but believe parts of it can be sal..-~= 
vaged. ?:t 1 s am cantention that if two major ccrmwnents 
of UMKS ---the EXEC and the data base are inviable, ihen 
UMTS is not viable. This 'is essentially a difference j,n 
semarw t i.c 6 * Krl OUT: opinion 9 these two parts of uM3:S ore 
SCP integral. to the total system that for al.1 practical 
purposes iJMZS as a system is no longer viable, Further:, J 
we believe that the impact of redesigning these t.wc) ga~'t.i: 
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of UMIS will require such major rewrites of the application 
programs that there is a high probability that only items 
such as program specifications and parts of the data base 
may be salvageable. In addition, we contend that FmHA's 
information requirements, a third component critical to UMIS 
is invalid. This further supports our position that UMIS 
is not viable. 
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE UMIS DESIGN SHOULD BE CONSIDERED -~~_- -..1_-____~-11 

The deficiencies of the IJMIS design warrant a new 
approach. We identified several alternatives for the USDA 
Task Force to consider. However, it is important to point 
out that these alternatives and any other alternatives the 
Task Force may identify are not necessarily the only alter- 
natives to be considered in choosing a new approach to 
meeting FmHA's needs. Only when FmHA prepares an adequate 
requirements study and all alternatives to UMIS can be 
identified, will FmHA be in a position to evaluate alter- 
natives. Therefore, prior to selecting an alternative and 
before initiating further system development actions 
associated with an alternative, FmHA should first determine 
its management information requirements. This study should 
then be followed by a detailed cost benefit analysis to 
determine the most cost effective approach. 

Before proceeding with a discussion of the alternatives 
to UMIS, it is important that we address the approach the 
UMIS development team in St. Louis is pursuing, This team 
was continuing until February 14, 1980, with the development 
of UMIS as originally designed. Essentially, this approach 
attempts to salvage the data base structure and major seg- 
ments of three subsystems of the EXEC. Completing the 
development of the two remaining subsystems of the EXEC 
would be deferred. 

Our position is that this approach is not viable and is 
based, in part, on the following summary of advantages and 
disadvantages. The primary advantage of this approach is 
that FmHA can benefit to some extent from prior development 
efforts. For example, the EXEC and data base have been 
designed and are partially developed. In addition, FmHA may 
receive another benefit in that one segment, phase I, may be 
operational within a year. While there are a few advantages, 
there are many disadvantages. 

The disadvantages of this approach as discussed in 
appendix III are as follows: (1) the data base has design 
limitations which affect the performance of the entire system, 
(2) the effectiveness of the UMIS software including the EXEC 
and the data base is highly questionable, (3) the services 
of the contractor, SDC, that designed UMIS, have been dis- 
continued, (4) inadequate documentation of UMIS software com- 
pounds the problem of completing the development of a highly 
technical and comprehensive ADP software project, (5) if FmHA 
completes the development of UMIS, design limitations affect- 
ing the system's flexibility may greatly reduce its useful 
life, and (6) there is no assurance that the total system 
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when comp%eted wi4 1 meet. operationai time constraints, 
such as nightly updates and data processiny by many users 
on a concurrent basis, Rased 013 t:hese disadvantages this 
approach shoul.d not be considered a viable alternative 
to the present 1JMIS design. 

ALTEHNATIVE I ---CURRENT AGCOUMT'.HNG SYSTEM A..--...-_----_----__-- --_. -I-, -.,. _.s-. ,__"-_l"ll",ll __,. l"-l".__". _-~.-~.__I ~-"- 

FmHA is currently operating an accounting System on 
Bulcroughs computer equipment, A‘!thaugh a detailed study 
and analysis of this eomput.eY: supported accounting system 
has not been made, FmHA offi.cia:\ s contend the system does 
not satisfy agency informati.on needs, County office per- 
sonnel complain that information produced by the system 
is often out of dat.e, inaecucate, arid generally unreliable. 

A study of the Burroughs system's problems, prior to 
embarking on the UMIS project in 19'65, could have greatly 
facilitated the upgrading of PmHA's management information 
to meet agency needs ora <in interim basis jl The current 
system although limited, ha5 been operating and will con- 
tinue to operate for at least 5 to 7 years beyond its 
planned operational life. Al.thoug?~ FmHA does not consider 
the Burroughs system a viable d1.tt3rnati.ve to UMIS, the 
agency acknowledyes that it wiP1. need to maintain the 
system until its replacement is ~available. 

FmBA contends that the current: Burroughs system will 
not have the capacity to prucess the agency's growing work- 
load much longer. C~nsequently~ the agency is considering 
requesting an interim upgrade to the Burroughs equipment. 
FmHA officials admit that they I"ja~c not examined the current 
Burroughs capabilities vis-a--v a', s the WOK kload * They told usp 
however, that the Burroughs system is currently not able to 
complete a.1 1 scheduled work on a timely basis e We believe 
that FmHA needs to conduct an extensive study of the current 
system to determine its poteritia?. itor meeting FmHA" s informa-'~, 
tion needs both today and as part: 0E any future system. 

OMB Circular A-:!6 reqLYii,e!J; Pedecal ayencies es use the 
private sector to meet iuriii.:py~naB.ir;,~~ needs wherever possible 
and when i,t is cost. cffecrI.j.v~?- u1 Y% HA i 5 considering private 
industry programs whickl wo~~:id rep:1 ace home functions UMIS 
was designed to provide a 

For example, ml HA 1 8 r: 0 'p !'; i d E' I' j. I?. g a prmoject known as the 
Bank Collection System, ::rrkdcr t,hfrh Hank Co1 lection System p 
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contractors would handle the loan collection functions 
currently performed by the finance offices. FmHA officials 
base much of its justification for FFS on current problems 
with payment delinquencies. The FFS mode would theoreti- 
cally provide each county office with borrower payment 
status as of the preceding day's close of business. If 
FmHA adopts the Bank Collection System, the contractors 
would notify the county offices of the borrower's status. 
Consequently, a major function of UMIS would no longer 
be required. FmHA plans to pilot test the Bank Collection 
System during the next 2 to 3 years and decide on extending 
the application by 1983. 

This uncertainty involving a major function of UMIS, 
particularly the UMIS FFS version, requires a reassessment 
of the approach to payment processing and delinquency 
reporting. FmHA should not devote extensive resources to 
a payment and 'delinquency system that may be unnecessary 
when completed. 

The Bank Collection System is one illustration of an 
approach that could affect the UMIS design. Other possible 
changes to the original UMIS requirements could result from 
the Guaranteed Loan Program and the Home Owners Assistance 
Program. FmHA recognizes that these programs may even- 
tually affect UMIS but is not taking these programs into 
account at this time. We believe, however, that these pro- 
grams could affect the manner in which county offices con- 
duct business and the way UMIS would support county and 
other office levels in the agency. FmHA needs to study 
the affect of these programs on UMIS's design and develop- 
ment. 

Potentially FmHA could obtain the services of the pri- 
vate sector to meet its information needs. Programs such 
as the Bank Collection System point up the possibilities of 
such an alternative. None of FmHA's current pilot programs 
would, if successful, eliminate all of the functions UMIS 
was intended to satisfy. However, if the pilot projects 
succeed, additional contracting in the private sector may 
satisfy the additional functions UMIS was designed to 
process. 

ALTERNATIVE III--BASIC INITIAL OPERATING - 
CONCEPT (BIOC) -- 

In June 1978, FmHA officials in St. Louis believed that 
the EXEC under development by the contractor, SDC, would not 
be completed by April 1979 to conduct an operational test of 
the two UMfS modes of operation--the Full Field Service 
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concept and the National Operating Center concept. As a 
stop-gap measure, FmHA developed computer programs to imple- 
ment 15 of the more than 600 UMIS transactions in total. 
FmHA refers to this group of transactions as part of the 
BIOC. These programs are currently in use at the Illinois 
State and county offices. Although these programs process 
transactions identified as part of UMIS, they do not use 
the EXEC software but use standard off-the-shelf software 
available from Honeywell, Inc. Consequently, the BIOC 
alternative represents no real progress toward implementing 
UMIS as originally designed. It duplicates capabilities 
which would be part of the UMIS EXEC. 

Each BIOC transaction is a self-contained entity and 
each computer program is independent of other programs. 
Each program includes all display screen handling functions 
for each computer terminal, data validation, data editing, 
and subroutines that would be contained in the UMIS EXEC 
subsystems. Although each program may be placed in opera- 
tion as it becomes available, each BIOC computer program 
contains processing routines that are repeated in other 
BIOC programs. Developing UMIS using this approach would 
result in considerable redundancy or duplication both in 
the effort to complete the system and the finished product. 

There are a few advantages to the BIOC alternative. 
First, FmHA has successfully implemented a few types of 
transactions using this approach. Second, the Illinois 
county offices are using 15 transactions to conduct 
business. This successful implementation of some BIOC 
transactions is testimony to some measure of success with 
a computer-based information system. Third, the BIOC 
design permits transactions to be implemented as they become 
available. BIOC does not require an overall system struc- 
ture like the UMIS EXEC to process transactions. 

However, many of the disadvantages of this BIOC alter- 
native stem directly from the features that provide its 
advantages. For example, the design approach which allohs 
rapid implementation of each transaction also results in 
inflexibility. If a broad agency function, such as loan 
application tracking, were modified, all computer programs 
within that function would require modification (external 
reprogramming). 

Redundancy is the price paid for independence among the 
transactions and computer programs. Each separate transac- 
tion repeats common routines or housekeeping steps performed 
by other transactions. This duplication results in excessive 
computer system overhead that increases computer storage and 
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processing costs. The combined overhead and inflexibility 
Of the approach may severely hamper the system's viability. 
The computer hardware and software maintenance required to 
support such a system may exceed its benefits in economic 
terms. 

Furthermore, considerably more resources may be 
required to completely develop UMIS under the BIOC alter- 
native than under the UMIS EXEC approach. Building each 
transaction as a unique, self-contained entity would re- 
quire considerable duplication of effort. The UMIS EXEC 
is designed to avoid such duplication and redundancy. 

Finally, expanding BIOC to include the entire manage- 
ment information system does not solve the problems inherent 
in the UMIS EXEC alternative. Both alternatives would be 
dependent on and developed from the same inadequate func- 
tional requirements and would use a similar data base with 
similar limitations. BIOC was developed as a pilot study to 
evaluate operational concepts and principles incorporated 
in the design for the UMIS EXEC. Consequently, BIOC would 
be plagued with many of the shortcomings attributed to the 
UMIS EXEC. USDA and FmHA officials told us they concur with 
our position, and do not believe BLOC as designed is a 
viable alternative to UMIS. HoweverI the underlying prin- 
ciples of BIOC may be a valid alternative. 

ALTERNATIVE IV--REDESIGN THE MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SSTEM 

-- 
-P-----m 

This alternative suggests performing steps in the 
system development process not adequately completed during 
the initial and subsequent stages of the ADP project UMIS. 
It also suggests discontinuing the development of UMIS as 
presently designed. In this context we have identified two 
possible entry points to restart the ADP project--the early 
functional requirements phase or the later system design 
phase. 

A restart at the design phase would amount to discard- 
ing the current design, including the IJMIS EXEC and other 
associated software. This appraoch assumes the requirements 
study used in developing UMIS has value and essentially this 
redsign would meet those requirements. The primary advantage 
to this approach is that it would save the time needed to 
prepare a requirements study and cost benefit analysis. 

The major disadvantage to this alternative is that 
the redesigned system would still be based on functional 
requirements that were not adequately studied and may be 
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inaccurate. Further, significant changes which have occurred 
over the past 4 years, as evidenced by the 700 System Change 
Requests, have not been accounted for in the UMIS design. 

Although the UMIS project has been very costly and time 
consuming, by restarting at the functional requirements 
stage FmHA would reduce the risk of losing additional money 
and effort in a new design that may not be viable. A 
decision concerning future development of a management 
information system for FmHA should not be constrained by 
expenditures to date for the UMIS project. Continuing 
with the present UMIS design and requirements is not cost 
effective. 

Restarting at the functional requirements stage would 
be the most effective approach since (1) user requirements 
would be identified and brought up to date and (2) changes 
to FmHA's manner of conducting business would be considered; 
e -4 l I  

the Bank Collection System mentioned earlier. Further, 
FmHA would have the opportunity to develop quantitative 
information for designing the software, the data base, and 
the information delivery system, A design based on this 
information should enhance successful implemention of a 
needed and effective system. It would also assure an 
extended useful life for the system. Quantified information 
would also aid in testing the feasibility of various 
approaches and in designing software tests during the 
development phase. 

Based on our review we believe that restarting at the 
functional requirements stage is an acceptable approach for 
acquiring a management information system. In our opinion, 
restarting at the requirements stage would not appreciably 
extend the completion date of a new system beyond the esti- 
mated 3 to 5 years to complete UMIS using the EXEC's original 
design. Since UMIS was initiated in 1975 extensive changes 
have occurred in the ADP industry. Today Data Base Manage- 
ment Systems are better understood and more extensively 
researched than in 1975. FmHA, in redesigning a new system 
would potentially be able to purchase already developed soft- 
ware readily available through commercial sources. By using 
this approach they would eliminate the need to develop much 
of the system in-house. Additionally, using available soft- 
ware may result in completing. a new system faster and at 
less cost than it would take to complete UMIS. 

In addition, restarting at this point would also pro- 
vide FmHA with the opportunity to implement the following 
techniques and practices learned in developing UMIS. 
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--A workable project management organization. 

--The development and enforcement of standards and 
procedures for project controls. 

--The development and maintainence of adeq,uate docu- 
mentation. 

--The use of previously developed tools, techniques, 
and software whenever feasible. 

--The development and application of a phased imple- 
mentation approach. 

For years we have believed and reported that FmHA 
should have objectively identified and evaluated all pos- 
sible alternatives. The current condition of the UMIS 
project supports our position and provides the agency with 
an opportunity to correct the current deficiencies of the 
project. 

Restarting at the functional requirements stage sug- 
gests FmHA reassess its development efforts and decide on 
alternatives to the UMIS EXEC and BIOC alternatives. A 
restart may also identify possible improvements to the 
existing accounting system operated on Burroughs equipment. 
This system must continue to function until its replacement 
system is operational. Unfortunately, due to the 5 to 7 
year delay in completing UMIS, the existing accounting and 
information system is also experiencing problems. FmHA 
contends that the Burroughs computer system operating the 
existing accounting and information system will soon lack 
the capacity and capability to process the agency's expand- 
ing workload. FmHA is considering an interim upgrade of 
the Burroughs computer which amounts to another costly 
item resulting from the incompleted ADP project--UMIS. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although UMIS is not an effective or viable approach 
to meeting FmHA's needs, this has not removed the informa- 
tion needs the system was intended to meet. UMIS was one 
approach-- an approach that did not succeed--now FmHA must 
select another approach to meet its needs. A primary reason 
for FmHA's problems with UMIS was the agency's lack of firm 
information requirements. Any attempt to choose another 
alternative without determining user needs will have a high 
probability of experiencing the same problems as UNIS. 
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FmHA has a number of alternatives available as 
potential replacements for UMIS. However, the agency in 
developing the system has not adequately studied its 
information needs. Without detailed information require- 
ments FmHA can not 

--identify all feasible alternatives to UMIS, 

--determine whether each alternative can meet user 
needs, 

--justify the cost of service needed by its users, or 

--estimate the cost of each alternative or perform 
a cost benefit study. 

Until FmHA conducts a complete, detailed, and docu- 
mented study of user requirements, management will lack the 
information needed to decide on what alternative to UMIS 
would be the best approach to meeting agency needs. Because 
of the importance of this study we believe USDA needs to 
provide continuous oversight of this activity and formally 
review and approve each major step of the study's: (1) 
methodology, (2) actual field work, (3) analysis, and (4) 
conclusions and recommendations. See appendix III for 
a more detailed discussion of requirements and recommenda- 
tions for corrective action. 

RECOMMENDATIONS - 

We recommend that the Secretary of Agriculture direct 
Farmers Home Administration to: 

--Identify all alternatives to UMIS based on a complete 
functional requirements study, and prepare a documented 
analysis of alternatives and a cost benefit study, 
and 

--Develop the most cost effective alternative to meet- 
ing FmHA's needs based on the above studies and the 
technical Task Force report. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

On February 14, 1980, USDA officials told us that the 
Task Force was directed to, among other items (1) identify 
all alternatives to UMIS, (2) prepare a cost benefit analysis 
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of each alternative, and (3) identify the most cost effective 
system for meeting FmHA's needs. We note that this step is 
consistent with QUIZ recommentations. For additional informa- 
tion on the Task Force see appendix IX. 
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IN DEVELOPING AN ALTERNATIVE TO UMIS, 11*1.-,-1s- "-Pm- -- 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT NEEDS TO BE STRENGTHENED 1-.-.-,--..- -~~" ---- 

To develop and implement a management information 
system that is both cost effective and meets management 
requirements, it is essential that FmHA assign a high 
priority to improving its project management capabilites. 
Although FmHA has attempted to improve its management and 
strengthen controls over the lJMIS project, these efforts 
have not met their objectives. 
increased costs, 

We found that most delays, 
and shortfalls in meeting objectives 

resulted from FmHA's inability to (I) develop a workable 
project organization, including the assignment of a full- 
time project manager responsible for managing the con- 
tractor's work and having full technical and administrative 
authority for project completion, (2) effectively plan the 
project's development, and (3) use standard ADP project 
control measures, such as a cost budgeting system, 

Contracting ADP software development has aggravated 
FmHA’s problems with UMIS development. FmHA did not imple- 
ment effective quality control measures to insure that con- 
tracted work was tested thoroughly and fully documented 
prior to acceptance. Without such procedures, FmHA has 
brought software in-house that does not function properly 
and will require extraordinary efforts to correct because 
documentation is lacking. 

After terminating UMIS, preparing a requirements study 
and selecting an alternative, FmHA must manage the new 
development project if it is to succeed. In developing an 
alternative to UMIS, FmHA will be faced with similar pro- 
blems of managing, planning, and controlling a major software 
development project. We believe the following management 
related problems were major causes of UMIS delays and cost 
overruns. 

FmEIA's PKOJJE'CT MANAGEMENT IS WEAK -m-B- __-I__ 

Many UMIS problems have occurred because FmHA did not 
establish an effective management organization for complet- 
ing the project. Although the agency attempted to improve 
its management of UMIS, its'efforts were not effective. 
For example: 

--The project management organization does not provide 
a clear focal point for authority and responsibility 
which resulted in extensive communication problems. 
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--A full-time UMIS project manager was not assigned 
t0 the ADP project. Further, part-time project 
managers were not vested with sufficient authority 
to exercise effective management control over the 
project. 

--An effective ADP steering committee has not been 
in operation to insure continuity of top management 
involvement in the project. 

Because the use of an outside contractor greatly 
increases the difficulty of project management, these prob- 
lems have contributed to an incomplete and costly system. 
Traditionally, the development of original software which 
meets user needs has inherent managerial and technical 
difficulties even when the programmers, analysts, and 
managers developing the software work for the same organi- 
zation as its users. The task becomes more difficult when 
the software is developed by an outside organization, as 
is the case when Federal agencies contract for software 
development. 

The additional problems presented by using an outside 
contractor placed even more importance on the need for 
effective FmHA management. The traditional contractor prob- 
.Lems of coordination and authority can be minimized by 
effective communication through one source of authority and 
responsibility. Without extensive coordination and one 
individual clearly in charge, the various groups responsible 
for the project, worked in a counter productive manner. 
FmHA in developing UMIS did not establish an effective pro- 
ject management organization capable of coordinating and 
controlling the development of UMIS. Because of management 
control problems, the contractor and in-house personnel 
often worked at cross-purposes under unclear lines of 
authority and responsibility. 

Project organization: Decentralization 
created serious authority and 
?%?i%ii?i?cation problems ~-- 

FmWA adopted a two-team approach in organizing its UMIS 
staff with one team in Washington, D.C., and the other at 
i t s Finance Office in St. Louis, Missouri. The Washington 
team consisted of the UMIS project manager, FmHA steering 
committee, and a Virginia contractor who was responsible 
for developing the EXEC, a major portion of UMIS software. 
Extensive coordination and communications problems resulted 
among the participants in the project because authority 
and responsibility for the project was not clearly assigned. 
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The separation of the UMIS staff in Missouri and the 
contract.or in Virginia did not provide for effective 
coord inat. ion and information updates on the project e For 
example r the contractor was responsible for keeping the 
St” Louis staff current on the development of the EXEC 
by issuing System Development Memos + However p FmHA 
officials said that memorandums prepared by the contractor 
contained potential. design options rather than methodologies 
and procedures for developments This resulted in misunder- 
standings and substantial delays in developing IJMIS 
because the St. Louis staff was required to research design 
changes and. reprogram work. 

The major shortcoming of the two-team approach as 
adopted by FmHA was its inability to provide a focal point 
for decisionmaking. SDC officials told us that throughout 
the project’s development they had major problems with 
identifying a single source within FmHA with authority to 
make final decisions. In a recent GAO report issued in 
1979 we reported on this problem to the Congress 
(FGMSD-80-4 ) m The report cited ineffective software project 
management as a cause for system development failures. 
We reported that a focal point for decision making was 
needed to: 

---Shorten communication 1 ines. 

--Provide the contractor one source to obtain answers. 

--Reduce duplication of effort. 

--Provide one group within the agency an overview 
of the entire development effort. 

In developing UMIS the contractor often had to consult 
with both the project manager in Washington and the St. Louis 
team to obtain answers to technical questions and project 
design decisions. Additional communication problems surfaced 
because the St, Louis team often received second-hand and 
incomplete information on major design decisions made between 
the contractor and the project manager in Washington, 

FmHA’s two-team approach also resulted in personnel man- 
agement and administrative problems. In February 1978, FmHA 
approved a reorganization plan which transferred project man- 
agement administrative responsibility from Washington to the 
St. Louis Finance Office e This rea.ssignment of the 33 UMXS 
staff stationed in St. Louis was made with the provision that 
the project manager in Washington would remain responsible 
for the technical direction of the project, FmHA officials 
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krldiC?ited that this reorganization was necessary because of 
II.1 the lack of organizational security, (2) informal super- 
visory channels, and (3) difficulties in rewarding and pro- 
mQti.ng employees e n0Wevi3, we found that splitting control 
over the UMIS development team between the Finance Office 

and the project manager in Washington resulted in FmHA's 
i.rl.abi.lity to control and manage the UMIS staff. In our 
report ) CED-78-68 dated February 27, 1978, we recommended 
t-hat FmHA conduct a formal, analytical study to evaluate 
the impact of this and other proposed organizational 
changes on the UMIS project. We note that FmHA did not 
adequately evaluate the impact of these changes. 

A full-time project -l--l_ 
manser is needed- -...-.- _-.-_l-l_ 

The UMXS project manager was responsible for overseeing 
and coordinating the work of over 100 FmHA personnel and 35 
contractor employees. Concurrently, the project manager con- 
tinued performing his duties as the Director of FmHA’s Man- 
agement and Information Systems staff. Furthermore I FmHA 
did not establish a special management staff located in the 
same geographical location as the project manager. 

In our discussions with the project manager, the con- 
tractor, and FmHA’s St. Louis staff, the absence of a full- 
time project manager was the most frequently cited cause of 
UMLS problems. In 1979 the OIG repor.ted ineffective project 
management as a problem. Also a recent Arthur Andersen 
study cited this as a major cause of UMIS problems. We note 
that on December 17, 1979, USDA directed FmHA to establish 
a full-time project manager for UMIS. 

Steering committee --- 
needs to be strengthened -- 

A more effective steering committee could have resolved 
the many problems resulting from the UMIS organization and 
could have served as a focal point for decisionmaking. The 
committee should have made key decisions for UMIS and co- 
ordinate the work of the various groups working on the 
project. In our 1978 report (CED-78-68), we recommended 
establishing this committee. FmHA established the commit- 
tee in l-978-- 4 years after the start of the UMIS project. 
Although the committee has met and taken some action on 
UMIS problems, we believe the committee has been reacting 
rather than leading the project's development. 
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The committeeqs primary functions should be to 
periodicall,y review and evaluate the work of the various 
FmHA offices having responsibility for carrying out the 
management of computer resources. The committee should also 
recommend to the Administrator of FmHA ways to improve the 
efficient and effective use of computer resources. Specifi- 
cally I the committee should (1) review and recommend policies 
for the effective use of computer resources throughout the 
agency, (2) establish measurable objectives so that progress 
toward their achievement can be measured, and (3) regularly 
monitor the development and implementation of UMIS. 

Because of FmHA’s dispersed organization and the length 
of time required to develop a major software project such as 
UMIS, the establishment of a steering committee is essential 
to effect,ively involving top management in directing soft- 
ware development projects. UMIS development has involved 
every major organization in FmHA and the various management 
levels within each organization. Since the program’s incep- 
tion, the FmHA has had two Administrators which has con- 
tr ibuted t.o the leadership problem, 

We believe an approach which FmHA can use to involve 
top management and provide direction to the many units 
responsible for UMIS and maintain continuity of management 
is through an effective steering committee. In our 1978 
report and during our current review we noted that no single 
office OK person assumed full authority or responsibility 
for UMIS, The decentralized management of the project has 
led to a lack of accountability for UMIS. 

FmHA HAS NOT ADEQUATELY ~-II- 
PLANNED FOR UMIS -“___-_~-- 

FmHA has not effectively planned for the UMIS project. 
Project managers, in our opinion, have relied on the con- 
tractor not only for technical support but also for basic 
management decisions a,nd oversight of the project. Planning 
was essential for the successful development of ZJMIS because 
of its size, long development time, complexity, and heavy 
reliance on an outside contractor. Contracting for software 
development as noted earlier adds to the complex problem of 
managing d development project e 

Ueveloping a sophisticated management information system 
represents a considerable investment of resources--people, 
money, and equipment. Therefore, a project control and cost 
collecti.on system to track and review each stage of the 
project” s development is a prerequisite to responsible pro- 
ject management and planning both in t.erms of meeting 
development milestones and control1 ing costs . 
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Since 1977, FmHA has been aware of the need for a system 
for monitoring the development and cost of UMIS. Neverthe- 
less, an effective system has not been implemented. Because 
FmHA has not provided adequate management control over the 
UMIS project, the agency has not prevented or mitigated the 
effects of project slippages, including controlling costs. 
In addition, FmHA has not developed a system for (1) deter- 
mining actual costs expended in developing UMIS, (2) estima- 
tinq costs for completing the project, or (3) projecting the 
system's operational costs. Without adequate information, 
FmHA cannot realistically plan for and manage UMIS. 

FmHA needs to develop 
long range plans and milestones 

FmHA management did not use standard planning tech- 
niques in developing UMIS and coordinating the work of the 
different groups responsible for its component parts. - 
Milestones,and specific completion dates for major work 
steps were not developed. A regular and controlled reporting 
system to communicate information to all project personnel 
was not put in place. Detailed development and implementa- 
tion plans were not used throughout the project. The effect 
of serious project slippages on overall project development 
were not used in changing priorities to meet new problems 
created by the delays. 

Management did not plan for the logical sequence 
of events in the execution of the project which led to the 
system being developed and designed concurrently. This 
created the necessity for extensive rework during the proj- 
ect as system changes occurred. At the time of our review 
there were some 710 System Change Requests. As the project 
now stands, a major modification of the EXEC is very likely 
and would require a major rewrite of most of the application 
programs already written. This could have been avoided if 
system development had been delayed until after SDC devel- 
oped the EXEC and it was in place and working. 

A lack of planning in the execution of the project 
was evidenced by FmHA's decision to develop the NOC concept 
of UMIS and the FFS concept simultaneously. The OIG, in 
November 1977, recommended that FmHA concentrate on devel- 
aping UMIS under the NOC concept because it could reduce the 
time to complete the system and reduce cost overruns. FmHA 
ignored this recommendation and went ahead with the develop- 
ment of two concepts concurrently. Recently FmHA initiated 
the development of another system, the Bank Collection Sys- 
tem which has similar objectives as UMIS. We believe FmHA 
has overextended its management and technical capability 
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Costs throughout UMIS development should be collected, 
reviewed8 and updated to effectively help plan and control. 
the development and operation of UMIS, Consistent with 
the Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 
(PIPS Pub 38) the life cycle of an ADP software system is 
subdivided into three major phases: initiation, development, 
and operation. Over this life cycle, the agency should 
assign responsibility and accountability for all costs8 
both estimated and actual. The significant investment of 
effort, time, and resources coupled with the complexity of 
designing, developing, installing, and operating the LJMIS 
software warrant financial and management reviews at regular 
intervals. At each check point, major phase, or task in the 
process, management should review actual-versus-estimated 
cost information to help decide on future plans for the 
project, 

Prior to initiating URIS development, FmHA did not 
prepare cast estimates tu develop and operate UMIS. Fmm 
has still not developed a budget for costs to complete 
UMIS development, costs of design alternatives to UMIS, 
or an estimate of the operational cost of the system. 

We recommended in 1978 that FmRA: 

--Intensify its effort to install PAC II--a 
computerized project control mechanism. This 
is necessary to monitor progress of the develop- 
ment project, identify and analyze schedule and 
cost variances, and to better plan the use of 
FmfIR's resources. 

--As part of a project planning and control 
mechanism, install a cost accounting system 
to account for all costs incurred during the 
system design, development, and operational 
life. 

In 1977 E'mHA acquired the use of a software project control 
package called PAC 17: for use in monitoring and controlling 
UMXS. The acquisition was made in response to OIG concerns 
over I'mHA's inability to provide actual arid budgeted costs 
for UMIS. We found in our 1973 review that P&C-II had not 
been fully implemented * ?'oday @ 2 years later PI-K;-"11 is 
st i 1 1 no t u 2; e 6: u 1 or f u 1. 1. y c) per a t ion a 1. I) 
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Because PAC-II has not been adequately implemented, 
E'mHA cannot accurately provide information on: 

--Actual costs for developing UMIS. 

--Estimated costs to complete the development effort. 

--Estimated costs to operate or maintain UMIS. 

In managing UMIS, FmHA has not effectively held managers 
accountable for budgeting and estimating the effect of pro- 
ject. slippages on development or operating costs. We 
believe this lack of adequate cost information has seri- 
ously reduced the ability of UMIS managers to plan and 
control the system. For example, the OIG reported in 1979 
that FmHA officials relied solely on SDC figures for pay- 
ment to the contractor. We believe FmHA's reliance on SDC 
figures was due to PAC-II not being fully implemented. 
Because of'its lack of an effective cost collection system, 
FmHA could only rely on SDC's cost data. 

INADEQUATE PROJECT CONTROL I-.--_ 

Effective project control measures are a prerequisite 
for quality software development, especially for a project 
of UMIS' size and complexity. In managing UMIS, FmHA did 
not fully use accepted project management techniques. FmHA 
did not follow Federal guidance in managing the contractor 
responsible for a major part of the systems software. 
Specifically, FmHA in managing its contractor did not 

--require monthly cost performance reports, 

--establish a work management system, 

--require system documentation reviews, 

--establish test procedures for software delivered 
by the contractor, or 

--test completed software delivered by the contractor. 

Additionally, FmHA did not adequately use project 
control techniques, such as feasibility studies and economic 
dnalysis tools. We also found that FmHA did not take 
appropriate actions on recommendations made by USDA's Inspec- 
tor General on controlling UMIS and responding to problems, 
as they occurred. Further, FmHA's budget procedures do not 
adequately provide congressional committees with sufficient 
information to discharge their responsibilities. 
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Contractor monitorinq was weak --.-------_- 

FmHA has not effectively monitored the progress of 
the contractor. Commonly accepted management practices and 
procedures, such as PERT, Program Evaluation and Review 
Techniques, or CPM, Critical Path Method techniques, were 
not used to track the contractor's efforts. Requirements 
for monthly quantitative cost performance reports were 
not established for the contractor. A work measurement 
system was not implemented to link the efforts of specific 
individuals to project activities. Furthermore, system 
documentation reviews on the products delivered by the con- 
tractor were not held, even on the limited documentation 
required by the informal agreement between FmHA and the 
contractor. 

FmHA did not establish testing requirements to ensure 
that contractor-delivered software would work as designed. 
Project planners did not develop firm milestones for 
software delivery by the contractor. As a result, problems 
were not surfaced until a product was due and the contractor 
failed to deliver as scheduled. As time passed, the con- 
tractor continued to miss target delivery dates with result- 
ing slippages to UMIS overall completion. As delivery dates 
were missed, new estimates for project completion were often 
not established. Further, FmHA was unable to reschedule 
new priorities for work which depended on the availability 
of the delayed software. 

FmHA and the contractor adopted the approach of a joint 
and shared effort in developing UMIS. This resulted in a 
contract that lacked specific assignment of responsibility 
to each party. Any attempt to evaluate the contractor's 
performance was handicapped by a lack of clearly defined 
specifications and responsibilities for project deliverables. 

USDA's Office of Data Services, in an August 4, 1979, 
report, stated that such a contract arrangement does not 
benefit the Government in any way but that it has the 
potential of the Government paying for problems that are 
beyond the Government's control. 

FmHA should act on the Office of the --.--- 
Inspector General's reports.in controlling UMIS 

The OIG has provided indepth reviews of the entire UMIS 
effort from its inception in 1975. From May 1976 to June 
1978 the OIG issued 24 System Development Advisory 
Memorandums intended as informal reports on UMIS problems 
for FmHA management action. 
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As we reported to the Congress (FGSMD-77-82, Sept. 28, 
197-Y), a frequent problem with Federal software projects 
has been inadequate involvement by internal audit or involve- 
ment only after the project completion. Early and cOntinUed 

review of UMIS by USDA's OIG has been an exception to 
internal audits traditionally limited involvement with ADP 
software projects. 

We note that FmHA's response to the OIG's concerns 
and recommendations have not been adequate. FmHA did not 
respond or has not satisfactorily implemented about 25 
percent of the recommendations. The OIG's reports have 
noted deficiencies in project mangement, software security, 
inadequate justification for development, and underutili- 
zation of standard economic analysis tools. Had FmHA 
responded more effectively to the OIG's concerns many 
of UMIS problems could have been mitigated and the project's 
internal controls improved. 

FntNA budget practices do not 
e_l:ovide sufficient information 
on UMIS ..-,--_.^-~-_- 

FmHA does not budget or request funds for all phases 
of UMIS as a separate line item in FmHA's budget justifica- 
tion. As noted in the table below, budget requests pri- 
marily relate to costs associated with the contractor and 
exclude the higher personnel costs of the FmHA staff. 

UMIS Budget for Development Contractor 

Fiscal year --- Requested saved 

-----------(millions)------------- 

1977 $2.3 $2.3 
1978 3.2 2.7 
1979 4.2 4.0 
1980 4.1 4-l 
1981 -O- -O- 

Total . $13.8 
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operational costs or (2) adequately evaluate the effect of 
proeject slippages on completion dates. FmHA needs to estab- 
lish a budget for UMIS or its alternative system to cover 
the developement and operational phases, and note UMIS as a 
separate line item in FmHA's budget justification. Because 
UMIS is not a separate line item, it will not be shown in 
the budget starting with 1961 even though estimated costs 
to completion could amount to an additional $25 million. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ._." --.- - -.-- _,".-- m-s- 

Consistent with accepted project management practices, 
the following recommendations apply to any alternative FmHA 
selects to replace UMIS. (See appendix IV for our recommen- 
dation on discontinuing UMIS.) We recommend that the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture direct Farmers Home Administration to: 

--Intensify its effort in installing PAC II--a 
computerized project control mechanism. This 
is necessary to monitor progress of the develop- 
ment project, identify and analyze schedule and 
cost variances, and to better plan the use of its 
resources. 

--Establish a budget for UMIS or an alternative system 
to cover the development and operational phases and 
note the project as a separate line item in FmHA's 
budget justification. 

--As part of a project control mechanism, install 
a cost accounting system to account for all 
costs incurred during the system design, develop- 
ment, and operational life cycle. Total life 
cycle cost estimates should be updated on a regular 
basis. 

--Assign a full-time project manager to the project 
development team. 

--Strengthen its ADP steering committee and use 
the committee to insure top management involve- 
ment and management continuity. 

--Develop and implement standard control techniques. 
For example, FmHA should establish documentation 
standards, hold documentation reviews, establish 
firm software test procedures, and improve its 
System Change Request controls. 
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filency comments arid our evaluation -..-".. -.-."e....ll-_------l- -_--l--.-.-l--^- 

USBA and FmHA officials agreed with our statement of 
the UMLS problems identified in this appendix except for 
our statement that FmIiA's ADP steering committee needs 
to be strengthened. We believe the steering committee has 
recently initiated some actions to correct certain pro- 
blems. However, it would have been more responsive and 
effective if it provided stronger direction and guidance 
in anticipation of the many management and technical 
problems which occl?rred, 

Wring the final phase of our review, FmHA and USDA 
officials said the USDA Task Force and FmHA plan to 
initiate actions consistent with our recommendations. 
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